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Abstract: In computer vision, current feature extraction techniques generate high dimensional
data. Both convolutional neural networks and traditional approaches like keypoint detectors are
used as extractors of high-level features. However, the resulting datasets have grown in the number
of features, leading into long training times due to the curse of dimensionality. In this research,
some feature selection methods were applied to these image features through big data technologies.
Additionally, we analyzed how image resolutions may affect to extracted features and the impact
of applying a selection of the most relevant features. Experimental results show that making
an important reduction of the extracted features provides classification results similar to those
obtained with the full set of features and, in some cases, outperforms the results achieved using broad
feature vectors.
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1. Introduction
Image datasets have grown not only in the number of samples, but also in the number of features
that describe them. At this point, it could be reasonable to expect that having more features would
provide more information and better results. However, this does not happen, due to the so-called
curse of dimensionality [1]. In this context, feature selection [2] contributes to the scalability of the
machine learning algorithms by finding the most relevant properties of the images and decreasing train
and prediction times. However, their efficiency drastically diminishes when dataset dimension grows.
Hence, applying big data technologies may ease to use larger datasets. This article addresses the impact
of feature selection on image classification using different feature extraction methods. Particularly,
this research focuses on the use of filter methods for feature selection with big data technologies.
2. Materials and Methods
This work proposes a pipeline for image classification composed of three main steps: image feature
extraction, feature selection and classification. On the one hand, the first step has been implemented
in a Python package using Keras, OpenCV and scikit-image libraries. On the other hand, the next
steps were developed in an Apache Spark application that contains independent jobs for both steps.
Additionally, features extracted have been stored in Kaggle datasets.
1. Feature extraction: In this work, image feature extraction was performed in order to transform
image datasets into columnar feature datasets. The techniques applied here are—bag of features
methods based on feature detection algorithms like SIFT [3], SURF [4] and KAZE [5]; linear binary
pattern (LBP) methods [6]; and convolutional neural networks (ConvNets) used as feature extractors
through architectures like VGG, ResNet and DenseNet.
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2. Feature selection: Feature selection includes a broad family of dimensionality reduction techniques
that achieve reduction by removing the irrelevant and redundant features while keeping the
original relevant ones. Particularly, filter methods select a subset of the original feature set
independently of the induction model used. Accordingly, these filter methods are more likely
to be applied in a big data scenario due to advantages related to computational costs [7].
In such framework, this research has driven the feature selection stage using the big data
platform Apache Spark and some implementations of such filter methods: Spark’s MLlib [8]
implementation of the χ2 filter selector [9]; Spark’s implementation of the Relief-F method [10];
and ITFS framework [11] implementation for Spark [12].
3. Classification: Not every available classifier in Spark MLlib has a multi-class nature. So, the suitable
models in Spark for this problem are Decision Trees, Random Forests, Naive Bayes and
Multilayer Perceptron classifiers. Given the results obtained in the experiments, these two last
classifiers were used in the results presented in this manuscript.
In order to carry out the experiments of this research, two datasets were employed—the ImageNet
dataset, currently hosted by the Kaggle platform, which contains 1,281,167 hand-labeled images
belonging up to 1000 object categories; and the Tiny Imagenet dataset, released as a subset of the
original ImageNet, containing very low-resolution images from only a 200-class subset.
3. Results
Regarding results from Tiny Imagenet, we noticed that accuracy values provided by features
extracted using bag of features and LBP were quite poor. However, results supplied by features extracted
using the ConvNets and applying up to 50% of dimensionality reduction with Relief-F (0.6451 top-5
accuracy), χ2 (0.6422) or mRMR (0.6382), outperformed results without feature selection (0.6241).
With respect to experiments carried out with Imagenet dataset, features extracted through
traditional approaches showed better results with these higher resolution images. Experiments
from features extracted using bag of features, over the KAZE keypoints detector, and applying up to 66%
of dimensionality reduction with methods like mRMR (0.7674 top-5 accuracy), χ2 (0.7528) or ReliefF
(0.7442) showed better results than the ones performed without the selection step (0.7425).
Finally, the accuracy results using features pulled out with a ConvNet like VGG-19 and feature
selection methods were presented quite tight compared to the ones achieved by the own VGG-19
(0.7158 top-1 accuracy and 0.8996 top-5 accuracy). Applying a reduction of a 50% with χ2 (0.6715 top-1
accuracy and 0.8450 top-5 accuracy) or a reduction of 90% through mRMR (0.6554 top-1 accuracy and
0.8143 top-5 accuracy), we notice how results, using a multi-layer perceptron as the classifier model,
are below the baseline. However, if we compare the results achieved with a naive Bayes classifier,
the baseline (0.6143 top-5 accuracy) is eventually outperformed: 0.6482 top-5 accuracy when applying
a reduction up to a 66% with the χ2 method.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
Contrasting differences on experiments done with all the feature extractors, we can observe some
clear tendencies. When feature selection is applied to features extracted with classical techniques,
results outperform the baseline collected without making dimensionality reduction. On these
techniques, salient information about images is shaped into vectors of a chosen size. As shown in results,
this representation may be improved through feature selection techniques. However, when feature
selection is applied to deep features (i.e., features extracted by pre-trained ConvNets), results are slightly
below the baseline without feature selection. This may be explained due to the successive dropout layers
included in ConvNets, which help to remove meaningless information over the layers and represent
the best high-order features.
In main terms, results show a clear evidence that feature selection performs a positive impact
over features extracted from both datasets. Accuracy values collected in most feature subsets are
very close to the ones observed without applying dimensionality reduction. And, in some cases,
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dimensionality reduction techniques help to outperform classification results using all the features
provided by ConvNets or bag of features extractors. Also, we remark that different feature selection
methods stand out depending on the required percentage of feature reduction, so the best feature
selection method simply does not exist.
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